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WE MOW
THE GRASS.
YOU ENJOY YOUR
FREE TIME.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
CARE FOR YOUR GARDEN
A beautiful garden is the best place to relax – especially
if the lawn is perfectly mown and cared for. All that is
required are a few skilful interventions and of course, the
right tools:
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HISTORY AND PRESENT DAY
AL‑KO KOBER SE was founded in 1931 by Alois Kober, as a small
metalworking shop in the village of Großkötz near Günzburg, located
in southern Germany close to the boundary between Bavaria and
Swabia.Today, with a total of 50 sites and about 4,200 employees, it
is one of the world's leading producers of vehicle technology, garden
tools and air technology. Now in its third generation, the family
firm is still run according to the principles laid down by its founder
– continuous striving for quality, innovative spirit and pioneering
design, coupled with contemporary aesthetics, convenience and
reliability.

www.al-ko.com/garden

The Executive Board of AL‑KO KOBER SE (from l-r):
Roland, Harald and Executive Chairman Stefan Kober

FOR GREATER ENJOYMENT IN THE GARDEN
For more than 40 years, we have been develop‑
ing and designing innovative garden tools for an
extremely wide range of requirements and
applications. Not only do our tools reflect our
many years of expertise in their technology and
function, they also set new standards in terms
of design. But what would our innovations be
without you, our customers? After all, it is only
you who make our garden tools a success and
that is why we do all we can to inspire you – so
that every day you can stand in your own
personal paradise with a feeling of satisfaction,
and say to yourself, "Perfect".

Plunge into the world of AL‑KO and get to
know our high-quality products – without
doubt you will find just the right tool for your
requirements. Have fun browsing and
discovering – and of course when you are
working with your AL‑KO garden tools.

Wolfgang Hergeth
Managing Director

QUALITY FOR LIFE
FROM THE VILLAGE SMITHY
TO A GLOBAL COMPANY
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Quality for Life – reflected in every
sector of the AL-KO brand

AL-KO GARDEN + HOBBY
MAKE LIGHT WORK OF
ENJOYING YOUR GARDEN

THE AL-KO BRAND
Safety, comfort and happiness are key factors in life - and they are our reasons for being.
They are wholly reflected in our identity, which is found in our AL-KO brand as well as in all
our products. We live for quality. Ultimately we have set ourselves an emotive mission: to
improve the quality of life for our customers. What do we mean by "Quality for life"?

www.al-ko.com/garden

QUALITY
FOR LIFE

SAFETY

HAPPINESS

CONVENIENCE

We set the highest possible standards for
ourselves and our products. That means
our customers can depend on the quality
of our products and our reliability. As a
globally active family firm we also offer
stability and commercial independence
and we strive for a sustainably successful
business. Because we know where we
come from, we remain grounded so that
we can speak to our customers, partners
and employees as equals. We are always
ready to hear ideas and requests.

AL-KO brings happiness to your
gardening, makes camping enthusiasts'
hearts beat faster and provides the fresh
air you need for well-being. The design
and function of our products, innovative
details, product benefits and the positive
feeling of owning a really good product
- all these things make our customers
happy. We also act as partners to our
customers and our suppliers - as well
as within our team. We aim to face every
challenge with a positive outlook.

Our customers enjoy products which are
unsurpassed in their ease of use. This
means time-savings and less stress for
all users. Wherever our customers are,
so are we. Focus on service means that
our customers stay enthusiastic about
their AL-KO products in the long-term.
We think and act in terms of solutions
and treat everyone we encounter
as a V.I.P. - customers, partners or
colleagues.
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AL-KO petrol lawnmowers and
tractors are built on a greenfield site
at the Obdach plant in Austria

QUALITY FOR LIFE
All AL-KO petrol lawnmowers and tractors are
made in Austria. Here, in tranquil Obdach in
Styria, we have been producing our highquality garden tools since 1966. With the
flexibility and security of a family-run
company, our goal is to meet the
requirements of our trading partners and
customers all of the time.

INSIDE AL-KO
ENGINEERED IN GERMANY –
MADE IN AUSTRIA
www.al-ko.com/garden

ALWAYS ONE
STEP AHEAD
AL-KO garden tools are engineered in
Germany. Close to Günzburg on the
boundary between Bavaria and Swabia, we
have been designing and developing garden
tools for more than 40 years now – tools
which combine innovative spirit, the highest
quality and cutting-edge technology. Always
on the search for the optimum, always aiming
to shape the future.

From raw material to the finished product – the
lawnmowers are produced step-by-step with
painstaking attention to detail
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WHICH MOWER FOR YOUR
GARDEN?

WITH AL‑KO, YOU CAN FIND THE CORRECT MOWER FOR YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
HOW LONG WOULD YOU LIKE TO
MOW FOR?
We recommend choosing the size of your mower according to the
size of your lawn. The decisive factor for the mowing time is the
cutting width. General rule: The larger the cutting width, the faster
you get the job of mowing done. In addition, you do not need to
empty the grass catcher so often, because it is usually larger on
wider machines. On the other hand, you can sit back and take it
easy with an automatic lawnmower.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO MULCH OR
SIDE-DISCHARGE?
AL‑KO petrol lawnmowers are the masters of their trade – including
when it comes to mulching and side-discharging. This is because
many models can be converted in a matter of moments, without
tools, simply by installing the mulching insert or side discharge
chute. In this regard, always look out for the 3INONE or
4INONE functions.

HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW?
Whether it is a small garden with a small lawn, a medium-sized
garden with beds and slopes or a large and complex garden –
irrespective of what your garden looks like and what your
expectations for convenience are, we always have the right tool for
you: From the small electric mower with 32 cm cutting width, to pet‑
rol lawnmowers with variable-speed wheel drive and even lawn trac‑
tors with a 125 cm cutting width.

SMALL GARDEN

MEDIUM GARDEN

For a small garden, we recommend a walkbehind mower with an electric motor or petrol
engine because they are light and manoeuvrable.

Does your garden have relatively large lawns as well as slight
slopes? Then we would advise you to choose a fairly wide machine
with wheel drive for convenient and energy-saving mowing.

www.al-ko.com/garden

FOR A 400 m2 LAWN,
IT WILL TAKE YOU …

6 Min.

8 Min.

16
Min.

25
Min.

32
Min.

36
Min.

40
Min.

48
Min.

74

51

46

42

40

38

32

3–4

4–5

5–6

6–7

Cutting width in cm
92

Number of times the box must be emptied
1–2

1–2

LARGE GARDEN
Does your garden have a large lawn, beds, trees and shrubs? Do you
have slopes and occasionally long grass? In that case, a mower with
wheel drive and VarioSpeed, a lawn tractor or an automatic lawn‑
mower is just the job for you.

8 – 9 11–12

Simply unbeatable:
With an AL-KO
automatic lawnmower,
you can just sit back
and relax.
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DO-IT-YOURSELF GOLF GREENS
AL-KO CYLINDER MOWER RANGE

MANOEUVRABLE ON
THE LAWN
The single-axle design of the AL -KO cylinder
mowers ensures extreme manoeuvrability,
and easily compensates for undulating
ground.

SIMPLE
STORAGE
Thanks to the integrated quicklock,
the cylinder mower can easily be
folded together to save space (only
with SoftTouch 380 HM Premium).

SPECIAL CYLINDER
The high-quality 5-blade mowing cylinder
made of hardened steel ensures a perfect cut
and uniform filling of the grass catcher.

EXACT CUTTING
Mowing a lawn with a cylinder mower means the grass blades
are cut off as clean as if cut with a pair of scissors. The cutting
technology plays an important role in this: The mowing cylinder
and the lower blade do not come into contact, which means
the mower is particularly gentle on the lawn.
www.al-ko.com/garden

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
Light and robust new chassis design and new XL wide
wheels. The rubber bumper protects the deck from impact
and scratches.

High quality steel blade

Ergonomic handlebar

Robust aluminium handlebar
centre piece and quick lock

'Budget Choice'
Hand Mower

Soft Touch 38 HM Comfort

Soft Touch 380 HM Premium

Cutting width

28 cm

38 cm

38 cm

Lawns up to

150 m2

250 m2

250 m2

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment

14–35 mm / 4-stage

14–35 mm / 4-stage

14–35 mm / 4-stage

Mowing cylinder ø

128 mm ø / 5 steel blades

128 mm ø / 5 steel blades

128 mm ø / 5 steel blades

Cutting technology

Cylinder, contactless

Cylinder, contactless

Cylinder, contactless

Wheel ø

220 mm

220 mm

220 mm

Grass catcher capacity

23 l

41 l

41 l

Weight approx.

7.5 kg

7.9 kg

9.4 kg

Art. no

112 664

112 663

112 665

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£59.00

£79.00

£99.00

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I Light, robust chassis
I High-quality 5-blade mowing cylinder for a precise and accurate cut
I Extremely manoeuvrable and particularly gentle on the lawn
I Zero emissions and quiet

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Soft Touch 2.8 HM Classic

28cm Soft Touch Box £16.00
23 L Capacity (112730)
38cm Soft Touch Box £16.00
41 L Capacity (112731)
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AFFORDABLE QUALITY
AL-KO CLASSIC ELECTRIC MOWER RANGE

SAFE HANDLING
The double-action switch with
cable strain relief hook ensuress
optimal operator safety at all
times.

PRECISE EDGE MOWING
Knife-sharp mowing up to the edge – thanks
to the special deck geometry in which the
wheels do not protrude, it is possible to mow
along walls without problems.

PERFECT
GRASS CATCHER
Grass catcher with aerodynamic air flow
for optimum filling. An automatic fill-level
indicator as well as a large opening and
practical carry handle for easy emptying,
ensures nothing is left behind.

SIMPLE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
The Wheel & Click system makes it possible to adjust the cutting
height in a matter of seconds. Simply press the red button, pull off
the wheel, move the axle to the required position and push the wheel
back on until it clicks.

www.al-ko.com/garden

QUALITY INDUCTION
MOTORS FOR A
LONGER LIFE

Larger cutting width, more power,
and height adjustment comes
with 16m power cable

Classic 3.2 E

Classic 3.8 E

Cutting width

32 cm

38 cm

Lawns to

200 m2

500 m2

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment

23–62 mm / quick wheel lock,
4-stage

23–62 mm / quick wheel lock,
4-stage

Motor, Power

Electric Induction, 1,000 W

Electric Induction, 1,300 W

Power Cable

16m

16m

Mower deck

Polypropylene

Polypropylene

Grass catcher capacity

30 l

43 l

Wheel ø front/rear

120/145 mm

145/175 mm

Weight approx.

12.0 kg

14.5 kg

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year full warranty with an extra 2 Year full warranty with an
1 Year parts only warranty
extra 1 Year parts only warranty

Art. no

112 736

112 737

Price inc VAT*

£105.00

£129.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

470 206

470 207

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I Safety switch with cable strain relief
I XL wheels for optimal driving comfort
I Grass catcher with integrated fill-level indicator
I Quality induction motors for high performance and long life
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* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Robust, manoeuvrable and
height adjustment comes
with 16m power cable

DESIGN & FUNCTION
AL-KO COMFORT ELECTRIC MOWER RANGE

OPTIMUM
HANDLING
The height-adjustable,
ergonomically shaped handlebar
allows fatigue-free working and
easy operation. (40E only.)

SIMPLE TRANSPORTATION
The integrated carrying handle permits easy
transport. In addition, the grass catcher can
be removed effortlessly and the handlebar
can be folded with ease. This allows the
lawnmower to be stored compactly.

CENTRAL HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
The powerful spring support allows
the cutting height to be set quickly and
conveniently with a single lever.

www.al-ko.com/garden

Ideal for small lawns, central
height adjustment comes
with 16m power cable

Mow, collect and mulch, central
height adjustment comes with
16m power cable

MULCH IF YOU
WANT

34 E Comfort

40 E Comfort

QUALITY INDUCTION

Cutting width

34 cm

40 cm

MOTORS FOR A

Lawns to

300 m2

600 m2

LONGER LIFE

Function

2INONE function

3INONE function

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment

28-68 mm / central, 6-stage

28-68 mm / central, 6-stage

Motor, Power

Electric Induction, 1,200 W

Electric Induction, 1,400 W

Power Cable

16m

16m

Mower deck

Polypropylene

Polypropylene

Grass catcher capacity

37 l

43 l

Wheel ø front/rear

150/165 mm

155/195 mm

Weight approx.

15.0 kg

17.5 kg

Art.no

112 908

112 909

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year full warranty with an extra 2 Year full warranty with an
1 Year parts only warranty
extra 1 Year parts only warranty

Price inc VAT*

£145.00

£169.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

463 800

463 915

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 3INONE function:
Mow, collect and mulch
I 2INONE function:
Mow and collect
I Light and handy

I Central height adjustment
I XL wheels for optimal driving comfort
I Fill-level indicator integrated into the
catcher
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* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Just mount the mulching insert
without tools and work the finely
chopped clippings into the lawn
as a natural fertiliser (40 E
model).

CORDLESS POWER
AL-KO COMFORT BATTERY MOWER

EVERYTHING
UNDER CONTROL
The safety key protects against
inadvertent starts, while the lightemitting diodes on the
battery provide information about
the charge level.

FILL-LEVEL INDICATOR
The fill-level indicator integrated into the fabric
grass catcher keeps you constantly informed
whether or not the catcher needs to be emptied
so as to avoid unnecessary blockages of the
discharge channel.

CENTRAL HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
The powerful spring support allows the cutting
height to be set quickly and conveniently with a
single lever.

EASY STORAGE
Thanks to convenient quick fasteners on the
handlebar, the battery mower can be folded
together in next to no time in order to be
stored away compactly.
www.al-ko.com/garden

Mow and collect, central height
adjustment comes with Li-Ion
battery and UK charging unit

FULLY INDEPENDENT
The lithium-ion battery delivers impressive
performance and is extraordinarily durable.
In addition, there is no spontaneous discharge
or memory effect, so the battery can be
recharged at any time. A second battery is
recommended for larger lawns.

Replacement battery
(36 V / 3.0 Ah Li-ion)
Art. no. 113 126

38.4 Li Comfort
Cutting width

38 cm

Lawns upto

300 m2 (per charge)

Function

2INONEfunction

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment

25-75 mm / central, 11-stage

Battery Type

36 V / 3.0 Ah Li-ion

Charging Period
(from battery discharged)

2hr

Mower deck

Polypropylene

Grass catcher capacity

45 l

Wheel ø front/rear

150/240 mm

Weight approx.

17.6 kg

Art. no.

113 124

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year machine warranty &
1 Year battery warranty

Price inc VAT*

£389.00

Replacement blade
Art. no.

113 127

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I	
2INONEfunction:
Mow and collect
I	Powerful lithium-ion battery
I	Light and easy
I Central height adjustment
I Can be stored away compactly

I XXL wheels
I	Fabric grass catcher with integrated
fill-level indicator
I Safe starting with isolator key
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ROBUST AND POWERFUL
AL-KO PREMIUM ELECTRIC MOWER

FILL-LEVEL
INDICATOR
The fill-level indicator integrated
in the grass catcher indicates
when the catcher must be
emptied so that the discharge
channel remains clear.

SIMPLE SETTING
The spoked wheels of AL-KO electric mowers
not only reduce wear and tear on the lawn
– they also feature quick individual wheel or
axle adjustment to move the mower to the
right height in a matter of seconds.

STURDY STEEL DECK
Compared to plastic decks, steel decks are significantly more robust
and resilient to knocks and stone impacts. Furthermore, steel plate
mowers usually have larger grass catchers, wider cutting widths and
are easier to clean.

www.al-ko.com/garden

Mulch mowing, height-adjustable handlebar,
comes with 6m cable and UK plug

FOR SAFETY AND
COMFORT
The ergonomically shaped handlebar
with safety switch and cable strain relief
guarantees convenient, safe and fatiguefree working. The handlebar is also heightadjustable.

Silver 470 E Premium
Cutting width

46 cm

Lawns to

800 m2

Function

3INONE function

Motor, Power

Electric Induction, 1,600 W

Power Cable

16m

Mower deck

ULTRAMOW Steel

Grass catcher capacity

65 l

Wheel ø front/rear

200/280 mm, ball bearings

Weight approx.

30.0 kg

Art. no

119 009

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year full warranty with an extra 1 Year parts only warranty
5 year Deck Warranty

Price inc VAT*

£289.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

440 125

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 3INONE function:
Mow, collect and mulch
I Safety switch with cable strain relief
I XL/XXL wheels for optimal driving comfort
I Grass catcher with integrated fill-level
indicator
20 I 21

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

30–80 mm / individual wheel/
central rear axle, 7-stage

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment

A RANGE FOR EVERYONE
AL-KO OFFER THE PERFECT PETROL LAWNMOWER
FOR EVERY GARDEN
MULTI-FUNCTION
EXPLAINED

MOW

AL-KO have developed a range of
lawnmowers that can effectively mow,
collect, mulch and side discharge grass
clippings.

COLLECT

Models with 3INONE functions can
mow, collect, and mulch as standard,
whilst mowers with 4INONE
functions can also side discharge grass
clippings, perfect for longer grass.
MULCH

SIDE DISCHARGE

CHOOSE YOUR IDEAL RANGE

www.al-ko.com/garden

COMFORT

EASY MOW

AFFORDABLE QUALITY

VERSATILE MOWER POWERED BY HONDA

Comfort models offer proven quality German
engineering at affordable prices. Featuring
great value AL-KO engines or quality Briggs
& Stratton engines, a mulching function
and conditional 5 year deck warranty as
standard.

The Easy Mow range is exclusively powered
by Honda engines. Easy to start and simple
to operate these engines provide dependable
power and long service life. Adjustable height
of handles and ergonomic controls mean the
range has optimum user comfort in mind.

Pages..............................................24 – 29

Pages..............................................30 – 33

STEEL OR ALUMINIUM
AL-KO Petrol lawnmowers offer a choice of both steel and aluminium cutter decks.
ULTRAMOW Steel cutter decks are manufactured using AL-KO's unique manufacturing process,
whereby the deck is pressed from a single sheet of steel, using 500 tonnes of force to shape each
deck. This creates a flawless, weld-free deck, which, unlike traditional manufacturing methods,
is highly resistant to corrosion. As a result, all AL-KO steel deck lawnmowers are covered
by a conditional 5 year cutter deck warranty for homeowner use. The smooth finish also
results in exceptional performance, whether collecting or mulching.
The high-quality ALUTECH Aluminium deck combines the best stability with
durability and optimum aerodynamics. What's more, it is torsionally
rigid, rust-free and acoustically insulating as well as being extremely
resistant to impacts from stones or unevenness. This deck also
benefits from a conditional 5 year cutter deck warranty for
homeowner use.

ALUTECH ALUMINIUM

PREMIUM

HIGHLINE

POWERLINE

PREMIUM AWARD WINNERS

NEW INNOVATION FOR LAWNS

INNOVATION IN ITS MOST BEAUTIFUL FORM

Premium models incorporate many innovative
features to make mowing quicker and easier.
Powerful Briggs & Stratton engines are fitted
as standard, as are time saving features such
as central cutting height adjustment. Electric
Start available.

Highline models feature powerful Briggs &
Stratton engines and the latest innovation in
cutter deck technology, with MAX AIRFLOW
ultra-deep cutter deck design. This new
design improves airflow within the cutter
deck by up to 42%, for optimal performance.

The Powerline range combines advanced
materials, innovative features and the latest
advancements in engine technology from
Briggs & Stratton. The Powerline range
includes the flagship ALUTECH aluminium
4INONE models.

Pages..............................................34 – 39

Pages..............................................40 – 45

Pages..............................................46 – 53
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AFFORDABLE QUALITY
AL-KO COMFORT PETROL MOWER RANGE

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN FEEL
Fatigue-free work and easy to use because of the
ergonomically shaped handlebar and wheel drive bar.
Optimum safety with the full width safety lever.

PRACTICAL FILL-LEVEL
INDICATOR
Shows when the grass catcher must be emptied, so the
discharge channel remains clear.

PERFECT GRASS CATCHER
Optimum aerodynamic air flow enables the grass catcher
to be filled to the brim and achieves a perfectly cut lawn.

As well as mowing and collecting, all Comfort
models offer additional functions thanks
to the mulching insert (left), and on some
models side discharge (right).
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SIMPLE TO
ADJUST
The convenient cutting height
adjustment on the rear and
front wheels, means that the
lawnmower can be set to the
right cutting height in an instant.

IDEAL MOWER DECK
Aerodynamic deck geometry, in conjunction
with the offset design, enables optimum
filling of the grass collector and precise edge
mowing.

WITH DOUBLE BALL
BEARINGS
XXL smooth-running wheels guarantee easy
progress whether on grass or uneven land.
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COMFORT– POWERFUL MOWERS
WITH EXCITING FUNCTIONS
Push

42.5 Special Edition

42 B-A Comfort / 42 B Comfort

Cutting width

42 cm

42 cm

Lawns to

800m2

800m2

Function

2INONE function

3INONE function

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm (B-A Model)
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm (B Model)

25–75 mm / individual wheel,
7-stage
AL-KO Pro 125
125 / 2.0 / 2,850
-

25–75 mm / individual wheel,
7-stage
AL-KO Pro 140 Quick-Start
140 / 2.1 / 2,800
B&S series 450
148 / 1.9 / 2,900

Wheel drive

-

-

Mower deck

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

Grass catcher capacity

65 l

65 l

Wheel ø front/rear

180/200 mm,
Double ball bearings

180/200 mm,
Double ball bearings

Weight approx.

26.0kg

29.0 kg / 26.0 kg

Art.no

119 615

119 381 / 119 324

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year and 5 Year Deck Warranty 2 Year and 5 Year Deck Warranty

Price inc VAT*

£189.00

£215.00 / £245.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

463 719

463 719

DETAILBESCHREIBUNG
CHOICE OF ENGINES
Die neue Airflow-Technologie im höheren StahlblechgeBriggs & Stratton are the world's largest manufacturer of air-cooled engines. Compact and
häuse sorgt für ein deutlich besseres Strömungs- und
simple to operate, these engines provide dependable power and exceptional value. Thanks to the
Fangverhalten, wodurch selbst höheres und sattes Gras
QuickStart system, AL-KO Pro engines can be started quickly and easily. In addition, the OHV
problemlos gemäht werden kann und die Fangbox effektechnology with overhead valves means they offer outstanding efficiency which pays off in terms of
tiver gefüllt wird.
greater power and lower fuel consumption.
www.al-ko.com/garden

Push

Wheel drive and
4INONE finction BR-A

Wheel drive and
4INONE function

42 BR-A Comfort / 42 BR Comfort

46 B-A Comfort / 46 B Comfort

46 BR-A Comfort / 46 BR Comfort

51 BR-A Comfort / 51 BR Comfort

42 cm

46 cm

46 cm

51 cm

1000m2

1,200 m2

1,400 m2

1,800 m2

3INONE function

3INONE function

4INONE function

28–75 mm / individual wheel /
central rear axle, 7-stage
AL-KO Pro 140 Quick-Start
140 / 2.1 / 2,800
B&S series 450E
125 / 1.9 / 2,900

25–75 mm / individual wheel,
7-stage
AL-KO Pro 140 Quick-Start
140 / 2.1 / 2,800
B&S series 450E
125 / 1.9 / 2,900

4INONE function (BR-A)
3INONE function (BR)
30–80 mm / individual wheel /
central rear axle, 7-stage
AL-KO Pro 160 Quick-Start
160 / 2.3 / 2,800
B&S series 450E
125 / 1.9 / 2,900

1-speed

-

1-speed

1-speed

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

65 l

65 l

65 l

65 l

180/220 mm, Ball bearings

180/200 mm, Ball bearings

200/280 mm, Ball bearings

200/280 mm, Ball bearings

30.0 kg / 30.0 kg

30.0 kg / 27.0 kg

36.0 kg / 31.0 kg

36.0 kg / 35.0 kg

119 504 / 119 284

119 382 / 119 325

119 383 / 119 309

119 384 / 119 388

30–80 mm / individual wheel /
central rear axle, 7-stage
AL-KO Pro 160 Quick-Start
160/ 2.3 / 2,800
B&S series 625E
190 / 2.4 / 2,800

2 Year and 5 Year Deck Warranty 2 Year and 5 Year Deck Warranty 2 Year and 5 Year Deck Warranty 2 Year and 5 Year Deck Warranty
£309.00 / £339.00

£235.00 / £265.00

£335.00 / £365.00

£405.00 / £479.00

463 719

440 125

440 125

440 126

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 4INONE function :
Mow, collect, mulch and side
discharge
I 3INONE function :
Mow, collect and mulch

I Convenient cutting height adjustment
I 65 l grass catcher with fill-level indicator
I Ergonomically shaped handlebar
I XL/XXL smooth-running wheels
I Optional: Wheel drive
26 I 27

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Push

MULCHING KEEPS
THE LAWN HEALTHY
AL-KO COMFORT MULCHING
MOWER RANGE

FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE
This labour-saving alternative offers excel‑
lent performance particularly on undulating
ground. When manoeuvring, the front wheels
can be lifted clear off the ground with the
drive still activated, allowing the mower to be
turned easily. (BR models)

THE MULCHING PRINCIPLE
During mulch-mowing, the cut blades of grass are thrown upwards within the
mower deck, finely chopped by the special blade and blown back into the turf
as a natural fertiliser – this returns natural nutrients to the lawn and protects it
against drying out.
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Front-wheel drive for
energy-saving mulchmowing

MULCHING OR
SIDE DISCHARGE

QUICK HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
The cutting height can be
changed on each axle quickly and
easily. The full-width axles offer
stability and true-running.

Comfort 460 B-A Bio

Comfort 460 BR-A Bio

Cutting width

46 cm

46 cm

Function

2INONE function

2INONE function

Lawns to

1,200 m2

1,400 m2

30–85 mm / wheel axle, 4-stage

30–85 mm / wheel axle, 4-stage

AL-KO Pro 140 Quick Start
140 / 2.1 / 2,800

AL-KO Pro 140 Quick Start
140 / 2.1 / 2,800

Wheel drive

–

1-speed

Mower deck

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

Wheel ø front/rear

200/200 mm, Double ball bearings

220/200 mm, Ball bearings

Weight approx.

26.4 kg

31.0 kg

Art. no

119 389

119 390

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

Price inc VAT*

£289.00

£395.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

470 389

470 389

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 2INONE function :
Mulch mowing and discharge to the side
I Convenient cutting height adjustment
I	Ergonomically shaped handlebar
I XL wheels are gentle on the lawn
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* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

If required, e.g. for longer grass
after a holiday, or for meadows
and orchards, the mulching
mower can easily be converted
into a side-discharge mower.

AL-KO QUALITY, HONDA POWER
AL-KO EASY-MOW PETROL MOWER RANGE

ERGONOMIC CONTROLS
Easily reachable colour-coded controls and an ergonomic
rubberised handlebar make operation comfortable and
simple.

THE PERFECT HEIGHT
The height of the handles can be adjusted to suit the
height of the operator, creating an optimal working
position to prevent discomfort to the user's arms,
shoulders and back.

CENTRAL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
The cutting height can be changed conveniently using a
hand grip. Central and easy with spring support.
(selected models.)

MULCH IF YOU WANT
Mulching improves the grass and encourages biological equilibrium. Therefore, every lawn
should be mulched at regular intervals. This is no problem with AL-KO Easy-Mow mowers –
simply insert the mulching insert and as you mow the finely chopped clippings are worked
into the lawn as a natural fertiliser. This returns necessary nutrients to the lawn, saves
mowing time, and eliminates the cost of buying fertiliser.
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SIDE DISCHARGE FOR
LONGER GRASS
Easy-Mow models with 4INONE function can not only
mow, collect and mulch, but also discharge to the side.
A practical alternative, especially for meadows and
orchards.

EASY STORAGE
Terms & conditions apply.
Consult your AL-KO Dealer for
details.

The clever design of the Easy-Mow models enables easy
transport and storage - simply remove the grass box and
fold the handles and the mower can be stored compactly
in the upright position (fuel & oil tanks must be empty).

ALUMINIUM COMPONENTS
The 5250 HWS Easy-Mow features robust aluminium
handle components for extra strength and rigidity. In
addition, quick-release clasps are incorporated into the
handle for instant adjustment to the perfect height.

WITH DOUBLE BALL
BEARINGS
XXL smooth-running wheels guarantee easy
progress whether on grass or uneven land.
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AL-KO EASY-MOW – THE VERSATILE
MOWERS POWERED BY HONDA
Push

Terms & conditions apply.
Consult your AL-KO Dealer for
details.

4210 H Easy-Mow

4210 HPD Easy-Mow

Cutting width

42 cm

42 cm

Lawns to

800 m2

1000 m2

Function

3INONE function

3INONE function

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm

25–75 mm / individual wheel,
7-stage
Honda GCV 140
140 / 2.6 / 2,900

25–75 mm / central, 7-stage

Wheel drive

-

Honda GCV 140
140 / 2.6 / 2,900
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

Mower deck

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

Grass catcher capacity

65 l

65 l

Wheel ø front/rear

180/200 mm, ball bearings

180/200 mm, ball bearings

Weight approx.

28.0 kg

31.0 kg

Art. no

119 085

119 086

Homeowner Warranty

5 Year

5 Year

Price inc VAT*

£329.00

£429.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

463 719

463 719

HONDA ENGINES
All AL-KO Easy-Mow models are powered by engines
from Honda. Easy to start and simple to operate, these
engines provide dependable power and a long service
life.
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Wheel drive

Wheel drive and
4INONE function

Wheel drive and
4INONE function

Aluminium handle
components and
variospeed wheel drive

4610 H Easy-Mow

4610 HPD Easy-Mow

5210 HPD Easy-Mow

5250 HWS Easy-Mow

46 cm

46 cm

51 cm

51 cm

1,200 m2

1,400 m2

1,800 m2

1,800 m2

3INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

30–80 mm / individual wheel /
central rear axle, 7-stage
Honda GCV 140
140 / 2.6 / 2,900

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

-

Honda GCV 140
140 / 2.6 / 2,900
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

Honda GCV 160
160 / 2.8 / 2,900
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

Honda GCV 160
160 / 2.8 / 2,900
VarioSpeed
(approx. 2.5–4.5 km/h)

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

70 l

70 l

70 l

70 l

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

30.0 kg

32.0 kg

35.0 kg

36.0 kg

119 087

119 719

119 089

119 230

5 Year

5 Year

5 Year

5 Year

£385.00

£459.00

£569.00

£649.00

440 125

440 125

440 126

440 126

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 4INONE function :
Mow, collect, mulch and side
discharge
I 3INONE function :
Mow, collect and mulch

I Convenient cutting height adjustment
I 65 l / 70l grass catcher with fill-level indicator
I Ergonomically shaped handlebar
I XL/XXL smooth-running wheels
I Optional: Wheel drive
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* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Push

PREMIUM AWARD WINNERS
AL-KO PREMIUM PETROL MOWER RANGE

OPTIMUM WORK HEIGHT
Easily accessible controls, an ergonomic, rubberised
handlebar, as well as multiple handlebar height
adjustments, facilitate easy handling.
(BRV models only.)

EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
Wheel drive makes lawn mowing even less of a struggle;
it is even possible to adapt to the operator's walking pace
thanks to variable speed control. (BRV models only.)

CENTRAL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
The cutting height can be changed conveniently using a
hand grip. Central and easy with spring support.

MULCH IF YOU WANT
Mulching improves the grass and encourages biological equilibrium. Therefore, every lawn
should be mulched at regular intervals. This is no problem with AL-KO mowers –
simply insert the mulching insert and as you mow the finely chopped clippings are worked
into the lawn as a natural fertiliser. This returns necessary nutrients to the lawn, saves
mowing time, and eliminates the cost of buying fertiliser.
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SIDE DISCHARGE FOR
LONGER GRASS
Premium models have optimal collection, but can also
discharge to the side. A practical alternative, especially
for meadows and orchards. (Selected models.)

PRECISE EDGE MOWING
The offset design means that Premium models can
be used for mowing along the side of walls providing
a perfect result right up to the edge, without any major
trimming afterwards.

PERFECT GRASS CATCHER
Grass catcher with aerodynamic air flow for optimum
collection. With automatic fill-level indicator and special
geometry for simple emptying.

WITH DOUBLE BALL
BEARINGS
XXL smooth-running wheels guarantee easy
progress whether on grass or uneven land.

ELECTRIC KEY START
Simply turn the key to start - no pulling
required. The battery recharges when
mowing and is easily charged after storage
using the charger supplied.
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AL-KO PREMIUM MOWERS – THE VERSATILE
MOWER MADE OF PREMIUM STEEL
Wheel drive and option
of electric start

430 BR Premium / 430 BRE Premium
Cutting width

42 cm

Lawns to

1,000 m2

Function

3INONE function

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm
Wheel drive

ACCESSORIES
Engine service kit
for easy oil change
Art. no. 106 118
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28–70 mm / central, 7-stage
B&S series 500E
B&S series 625E
140 / 2.0 / 2,900
190 / 2.4 / 2,800
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

Mower deck

ULTRAMOW Steel

Grass catcher capacity

70 l

Wheel ø front/rear

180/220 mm, ball bearings

Weight approx.

30.0 kg

29.0kg

Art. no

119 285

119 515

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

Price inc VAT*

£365.00

£499.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

463 719

463 719

Wheel drive, 4INONE function
and option of electric start

Wheel drive, 4INONE function
and option of electric start

470 B Premium

470 BR Premium / 470 BRE Premium

520 BR Premium / 520 BRVE Premium

46 cm

46 cm

51 cm

1,200 m2

1,400 m2

1,800 m2

3INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage 30–80 mm / central, 7-stage
B&S series 500 E
140 / 2.0 / 2,900

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

-

B&S 650E ReadyStart
190 / 2.4 / 2,800
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

B&S 650E ReadyStart B&S series 650E Ready Start
190 / 2.4 / 2,800
190 / 2.4 / 2,800
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

B&S series 675EX ReadyStart
190 / 2.5 / 2,800
Vario Speed
(approx. 2.5-4.5km/h)

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

ULTRAMOW Steel

70 l

70 l

70 l

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

30.0 kg

41.0 kg

40.3kg

38.0kg

38.0kg

119 392

119 312

119 314

119 315

119 516

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

£365.00

£439.00

440 125

440 125

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty
£535.00

£489.00

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Wheel drive and
4INONE function

£639.00

440 126

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 4INONE function :
Mow, collect, mulch and side
discharge
I 3INONE function :
Mow, collect and mulch

I Convenient cutting height adjustment
I 70 l grass catchers with fill-level indicator
I Ergonomically shaped handlebar
I XL/XXL smooth-running wheels
I Optional: Wheel drive
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QUIET AND ROBUST
THE VERSATILE MOWER MADE OF
PREMIUM ALUMINIUM

ALUMINIUM – THE FIRST
CHOICE FOR DECKS
The high-quality ALUTECH Aluminium deck
combines the best stability with durability
and optimum aerodynamics. What's more, it
is torsionally rigid, rust-free and acoustically
insulating as well as being extremely resist‑
ant to impacts from stones or unevenness.

SIDE DISCHARGE
A practical alternative for use in
overgrown grass, thanks to the
4INONE function .
Easy to fit, without tools.
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Wheel drive with
variable speed control

Wheel drive with
variable speed control

480 BRV ALU Premium

530 BRV ALU Premium

Cutting width

47 cm

52 cm

Lawns to

1,500 m2

2,000 m2

Function

4INONE function

4INONE function

30-85 mm / central, 6-stage

30-85 mm / central, 6-stage

B&S series 675 Ready Start
190 / 2.3 / 2,800
VarioSpeed (approx. 2.5–4.5
km/h)

B&S series 675 Ready Start
190 / 2.3 / 2,800
VarioSpeed (approx. 2.5–4.5
km/h)

Mower deck

ALUTECH Aluminium

ALUTECH Aluminium

Grass catcher capacity

70 l

70 l

Wheel ø front/rear

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

Weight approx.

41.0 kg

45.0 kg

Art. no

119 243

119 180

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

Price inc VAT*

£675.00

£729.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

470 658

470 834

CENTRAL
CUTTING HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

OPTIMUM WORK
HEIGHT
Easily accessible controls, an
ergonomic rubberised handlebar,
as well as multiple handlebar
height adjustments facilitate easy
handling.

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm
Wheel drive

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 70 l grass catcher with fill-level indicator
I 4INONE function :
I Adjustable handlebar height
Mow, collect, mulch and side discharge
I XXL smooth-running wheels
I Extremely sturdy aluminium deck
I Front carry handle for convenient transport
I Central, 6-stage height adjustment
I Wheel drive with variable speed control
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The cutting height can be
conveniently adjusted with just
one hand motion – centrally and
amazingly easily thanks to the
spring support and the scaled
display.

INNOVATION FOR LAWNS
AL-KO HIGHLINE PETROL MOWER RANGE

MOWING WITHOUT
THE STRUGGLE
The controls can be adjusted to the height of the
operator, thereby allowing convenient mowing thanks to the
exclusive handlebar concept with soft handle and EasyDrive
cockpit. Wheel drive makes lawn mowing even less of
a struggle; it is even possible to adapt to the operator's
walking pace thanks to VarioSpeed. (523 VS only.)

EASY CONNECTING IN
AND OUT
No more backaches or trapped fingers. Thanks to the
EasyClick engagement with guide rail, emptying and
re-attaching the compact grass catcher could not be
easier.

CENTRAL HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
The cutting height can be conveniently adjusted with just
one hand motion – centrally and incredibly easily thanks
to the spring support.

MULCH IF YOU WANT
Mulching improves the grass and encourages biological equilibrium. Therefore, every lawn
should be mulched at regular intervals. This is no problem with AL-KO Highline mowers –
simply insert the mulching insert and instantly the finely chopped clippings are worked into
the lawn as a natural fertiliser. This returns necessary nutrients to the lawn, saves mowing
time, and eliminates the cost of buying fertiliser.
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STORING AWAY IS CHILD'S PLAY
Usually garages, garden sheds or basements are too
small. This is why Highline mowers can also be stored
away vertically to save space. The integrated upright
function makes it possible.

PRECISE EDGE MOWING
The offset design means that Highline lawnmowers can
also be used for mowing along the side of walls for a
perfect result right up to the edge, without any major
trimming afterwards.

UNDER CONTROL
The integrated front carry handle – ideal when it comes
to transporting the lawnmower, storing it away, or lifting
it over steps or obstacles in the garden.

WITH DOUBLE
BALL BEARINGS
XXL smooth-running wheels guarantee easy
progress whether on grass or uneven land.
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MAXAIRFLOW TECHNOLOGY
PERFECT AIR FLOW
CONDITIONS THANKS
TO THE EXTRA TALL
STEEL PLATE DECK

FULL CATCHER,
FEWER INTERRUPTIONS
MaxAirflow technology means that the
lawn clippings are thrown to the back of the
grass catcher, as a result of which it is filled
to the top and does not have to be emptied
so often.

NO GREEN FINGERS
MaxAirflow technology means that it
is even possible to mow long, damp grass
without leaving clumps behind on the ground
or blocking the discharge channel. This
means your hands stay cleaner.

As well as mowing and collecting, the
Highline models offer two additional
functions thanks to the mulching
insert (left) and side discharge (right).
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IT'S A MATTER
OF HEIGHT
Extra tall, extra large – that's the basis for
MaxAirflow technology. This is because
the extra tall steel plate deck and extra large
discharge channel increase the airflow by
42 percent. As a result, the grass clippings
are not transported at a low level into the
grass catcher as in the case of most standard
lawnmowers, but are instead thrown back‑
wards in a high arc and remain at the back.
This means the grass catcher is effectively
filled from the back, without the discharge
channel becoming blocked. Another bonus:
The removable service flap for convenient
mower maintenance.
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HIGHLINE MOWERS WITH
46 CM - 51CM CUTTING WIDTH
Push

473 P Highline
Cutting width

46 cm

Lawns to

1,200 m2

Function

3INONE function

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm

OPTIMUM COCKPIT
Easily reached controls, the ergonomic soft grip and, thanks to
VarioSpeed, infinitely variable wheel drive, make mowing the
lawn a pleasure. The handlebar can be optimally adapted to
suit the operator by adjusting the handlebar height to one of
several positions (only with VS models).

ACCESSORIES
Engine service kit
for easy oil change
Art. no. 106 118
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30–80 mm / central, 7-stage
B&S series 500 E
140 / 2.0 / 2,900

Wheel drive

–

Mower deck

MAX AIRFLOW Steel

Grass catcher capacity

70 l

Wheel ø front/rear

200/280 mm, ball bearings

Weight approx.

29.0 kg

Art. no

119 463

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

Price inc VAT*

£385.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

440 125

Wheel drive with
variable speed control

Wheel drive with
largest cutting width

Wheel drive with
variable speed control

473 SP Highline

473 VS Highline

523 SP Highline

523 VS Highline

46 cm

46 cm

51 cm

51 cm

1,400 m2

1,400 m2

1,800 m2

1,800 m2

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

30–80 mm / central, 7-stage

B&S series 550 E
140 / 2.2 / 2,900
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

B&S series 650 E Ready Start
190 / 2.4 / 2,800
VarioSpeed
(approx. 2.5–4.5 km/h)

B&S series 650 E Ready Start
190 / 2.4 / 2,800
1-speed
(approx. 3.5 km/h)

B&S series 675 EX Ready Start
190 / 2.5 / 2,800
VarioSpeed
(approx. 2.5–4.5 km/h)

MAX AIRFLOW Steel

MAX AIRFLOW Steel

MAX AIRFLOW Steel

MAX AIRFLOW Steel

70 l

70 l

70 l

70 l

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

33.0 kg

37.0 kg

37.0 kg

38.0 kg

119 464

119 465

119 467

119 468

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

£459.00

£525.00

£525.00

£589.00

440 125

440 125

440 126

440 126

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 4INONE function :
Mow, collect, mulch and side discharge
I 3INONE function :
Mow, collect and mulch
I Central, 7-stage height adjustment

I XXL smooth-running wheels
I	70 l grass catcher with EasyClick
I	Optional: wheel drive with or
attachment and fill-level indicator
I Soft grip with easily adjustable handlebar without speed control
(VS models)
I Front carry handle for convenient transport
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Wheel drive

INNOVATION IN ITS MOST
BEAUTIFUL FORM
AL-KO POWERLINE PETROL MOWER RANGE

ROBUST QUALITY
Sturdy aluminium handlebar reinforcements
guarantee perfect handling and durability.

PRACTICAL
The fill-level indicator shows when the grass
catcher must be emptied before the discharge
channel is blocked.

PERFECT GRASS CATCHER
AND XXL WHEELS
Extra-large fabric grass catcher with fill-level
indicator. Optimum filling due to aerodynamic
air flow. Wide XXL rear wheels for traction that
is gentle on the lawn.

MULCH IF YOU WANT
Mulching improves the grass and encourages biological equilibrium. Therefore, every lawn
should be mulched at regular intervals. This is no problem with AL-KO Powerline mowers –
simply insert the mulching insert and when mowing the finely chopped clippings are worked
into the lawn as a natural fertiliser. This returns necessary nutrients to the lawn, saves mow‑
ing time, and eliminates the cost of buying fertiliser.
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IDEAL AERODYNAMICS
Outstanding cutting results and a grass
catcher filled to the brim, even with wet
grass, due to optimised aerodynamic air flow
and extra-large discharge channel.

CENTRAL CUTTING
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
The cutting height can be changed
conveniently using a spring-assisted
hand grip, cleverly intergrated into thedeck,
along with a scaled display.

STABLE STAND
Practical positioning for cleaning and space-saving stor‑
age (only when tank has little fuel or is empty).

WITH DOUBLE
BALL BEARINGS
XXL smooth-running wheels guarantee easy
progress whether on grass or uneven land.

UNDER CONTROL
The integrated front carry handle – ideal when it comes
to transporting the lawnmower, storing it away, or lifting
it over steps or obstacles in the garden.
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CONVENIENCE AND
COMFORT COMBINED
THE POWERLINE COCKPIT

Soft grip

Lever for adjusting
engine speed

MOWING WITHOUT THE
STRUGGLE
The controls can be adjusted to the height of the
operator, thereby allowing convenient mowing
thanks to the exclusive handlebar concept. Wheel
drive makes lawn mowing even easier; it is even
possible to adapt to the operator's walking pace
thanks to Speed Control.

CLEAR DETAILS
You are always in full control of all of the
mower's functions - the clear and concise
illustrations detail exactly how to operate the
machine for best performance.

As well as mowing and collecting, the
Powerline models offer two additional
functions thanks to the mulching insert (left)
and side discharge (right) – ideal for use in
meadows and orchards as well.
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Wheel drive engagement
Operator presence control

Blade brake clutch lever

BEST QUALITY
The high-quality POWERLINE cockpit
redefines the AL-KO quality standard. Handle
and adjusting levers are equipped with nonslip soft-grip material.

Operating instructions

Starter rope holder

Trim for Bowden
cables and cables

OPTIMUM ERGONOMICS
The POWERLINE cockpit can be adjusted
to various different heights to match the
individual's body size.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I

Improved operating comfort
Optimum ergonomics
Fatigue-free working
Reduced vibration in the handle area

I Simple manoeuvring
I High-quality, durable controls
I Intuitive operation
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THE ULTIMATE
MOWING MACHINES
POWERLINE LAWNMOWERS
WITH ALUMINIUM DECKS

ALUMINIUM – THE FIRST
CHOICE FOR DECKS
The high-quality aluminium deck combines
the best stability with durability and optimum
aerodynamics. What is more, it is torsionally
rigid, rust-free and acoustically insulating as
well as being extremely resistant to impacts
from stones or uneven ground.

ACCESSORIES
Engine service kit
for easy oil change
Art. no. 130 088 /
EAN no. 400 371 800 5172
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MULCH IF
YOU WANT
Just mount the mulching insert
without tools and work the finely
chopped clippings into the lawn
as a natural fertiliser.

The versatile tool made
of aluminium. Comfort‑
able and durable with
long service life

The top model with blade
brake clutch – grass
catcher emptying without
restarting the engine

4800 BRV ALU Powerline

5300 BRV ALU Powerline

5300 BRVC ALU Powerline

Cutting width

47 cm

52 cm

52 cm

Lawns to

1,500 m2

2,000 m2

2,000 m2

Function

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment

30–85 mm /
central, 6-stage
B&S series 750 ReadyStart
161 / 2.7 / 2,800
Variable speed control – approx.
2.5–4.5 km/h

30–85 mm /
central, 6-stage
B&S series 850 ReadyStart
190 / 3.1 / 2,800
Variable speed control – approx.
2.5–4.5 km/h

30–85 mm /
central, 6-stage
B&S series 850 ReadyStart
190 / 3.1 / 2,800
Variable speed control – approx.
2.5–4.5 km/h

Mower deck

ALUTECH Aluminium

ALUTECH Aluminium

ALUTECH Aluminium

Grass catcher capacity

75 l

75 l

75 l

Wheel ø front/rear

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

200/280 mm, ball bearings

Weight approx.

43.0 kg

49.0 kg

53.0 kg

Art. no

119 305

119 307

119 308

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

2 Year and
5 Year Deck Warranty

Price inc VAT*

£769.00

£855.00

£950.00

Replacement blade
Art. no

470 658

470 834

470 834

Engine
Wheel drive

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 4INONE function :
Mow, collect, mulch and side discharge
I Robust aluminium deck
I Central, 6-stage height adjustment
I 75 l grass catcher with fill-level indicator
I Adjustable handlebars

I XXL smooth-running wheels
I Front carry handle for convenient transport
I Wheel drive with variable speed control
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The high-quality,
multi-function machine
with a compact cutting
width

CUTTING WIDTH

42CM

42.5 Special Edition

42BA / 42B

4210H

42BRA / 42BR

430BR / 430BRE

Lawns up to

800m2

800 m2

800 m2

1,000 m2

1,000 m2

Function

2INONE function

3INONE function

3INONE function

3INONE function

3INONE function

Engine

AL-KO Pro 125

AL-KO Pro 140 /
B&S Series 450

Honda GCV 140

AL-KO Pro 140 /
B&S Series 450

B&S series 500 /
B&S series 625 ES

Wheel drive

-

-

-

1-speed

1-speed

Grass catcher capacity

65 l

65 l

65 l

65 l

70 l

Homowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

5 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£189.00

£215.00 / £245.00

£329.00

£309.00 / £339.00

£365.00 / £499.00

More Information

Page 26

Page 26

Page 32

Page 26

Page 36

46BA / 46B

470B

4610H

473P

46BRA / 46BR

Lawns up to

1,200m2

1,200 m2

1,200 m2

1,200 m2

1,400 m2

Function

3INONE function 3INONE function 3INONE function

3INONE function

Engine

AL-KO Pro 140 /
B&S Series 450

B&S Series 500E

Honda GCV 140

B&S Series 500E

Wheel drive

-

-

-

-

1-speed

Grass catcher capacity

65 l

70 l

70 l

70 l

65 l

Homowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

5 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£235.00 / £265.00

£365.00

£385.00

£385.00

£335.00 / £365.00

More Information

Page 27

Page 37

Page 33

Page 44

Page 27

CUTTING WIDTH

46CM

4INONE function /
3INONE function
AL-KO PRO 140 /
B&S series 450

CUTTING WIDTH

51CM

51BRA / 51BR

520BR / 520BRE

5210HPD / 5250HWS

523SP / 523VS

Lawns up to

1,800m2

1,800 m2

1,800 m2

1,800 m2

Function

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

Engine

AL-KO Pro 160 /
B&S Series 625

B&S Series 650E RS /
B&S Series 675EX RS

Honfda GCV 160

B&S Series 650E RS /
B&S Series 675EX RS

Wheel drive

1-speed

1-speed

1-speed / VarioSpeed
(approx.2.5-4.5 km/h)

1-speed / VarioSpeed
(approx.2.5-4.5 km/h)

Grass catcher capacity

65 l

70 l

70 l

70 l

Homowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

5 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£405.00 / £479.00

£489.00 / £639.00

£569.00 / £649.00

£525.00 / £589.00

More Information

Page 27

Page 37

Page 33

Page 45
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CUTTING WIDTH

46CM

460BA BIO / 460BRA BIO

4210HPD
1,000 m2

Lawns up to

1,400m2

3INONE function

Function

2INONE function

Honda GCV 140

Engine

AL-KO Pro 140

1-speed

Wheel drive

- / 1-speed

65 l

Grass catcher capacity

N/A

5 Year

Homowner Warranty

2 Year

£429.00

RRP

£289.00 / £395.00

Page 32

More Information

Page 29

470BR / 470BRE

4610PHD

473SP / 473VS

480BRV ALU

4800BRV ALU

1,400 m2

1,400 m2

1,400 m2

1,500 m2

1,500 m2

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

4INONE function

B&S Series 650E RS /
B&S Series 650 ES

Honda GCV 140

B&S Series 550E /
B&S Series 650E RS

B&S Series 675 RS

B&S Series 750 RS

1-speed

1-speed

1-speed / VarioSpeed
(approx.2.5-4.5 km/h)

VarioSpeed
(approx.2.5–4.5 km/h)

VarioSpeed
(approx.2.5-4.5 km/h)

70 l

70 l

70 l

70 l

75 l

2 Year

5 Year

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

£439.00 / £535.00

£459.00

£459.00 / £525.00

£675.00

£769.00

Page 37

Page 33

Page 45

Page 39

Page 51

530BRV ALU

5300BRV / 5300BRVC ALU

2,000 m2

2,000 m2

4INONE function

4INONE function

B&S Series 675 RS

B&S Series 850 RS

VarioSpeed
(approx.2.5-4.5 km/h)

VarioSpeed
(approx.2.5-4.5 km/h)

70 l

75 l

2 Year

2 Year

£729.00

£855.00 / 950.00

Page 39

Page 51

FUNCTIONS
EXPLAINED...
I 4INONE function :
Mow, collect, mulch and side discharge
I 3INONE function :
Mow, collect and mulch
I 2INONE function :
Mow and collect (Mow and mulch for
460BA/BRA BIO models)
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DEUTSCHE TECHNIK
FOR YOUR LAWN
EDITION & POWERLINE
LAWN TRACTORS
www.al-ko.com/garden
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VALUE, COMFORT AND
HIGH PERFORMANCE
AL-KO EDITION LAWN TRACTOR RANGE

HIGH CAPACITY GRASS
CATCHER
The capacious grass catcher can be conveniently emptied
from the driver's seat and allows mowing stops to be less
frequentt. The T16-102HD also features a larger 300L
collector with gas strut assist for easier emptying.

USER COMFORT

WIDER IS BETTER

The tractor seat features a high back and
ventilation hole for added user comfort.

The Edition models features quality high
traction tyres, with the added benefit on the
T16-102HD of extra wide tyres for reduced
lawn marking.

INTUITIVE
The AL‑KO lawn tractor offers plenty of
legroom for real driving pleasure. In addition,
the controls are easy to reach and the forward
and reverse pedals are connected to a
hydrostatic transmission.
www.al-ko.com/garden

THE PERFECT CUT
All AL-KO EDITION tractors offer a superb cutting finish,
thanks to their quality German engineering, optimum
design, and powerful engines. The T16 models feature a
twin bladed cutting deck for enhanced performance when
collecting, even in damp conditions.

PURE POWER
The T16 models feature an extremely
powerful Briggs & Stratton V-Twin engine
for smooth and optimum performance.

FRONT PROTECTION
The T15-74HD and T16-102HD feature an
additional front steel bumper to protect your
machine when using in walled gardens or
during general transportation.

OPTIMUM ERGONOMICS
Low foot rests and plenty of legroom ensure easy
mounting and dismounting and a low centre of gravity
reduces danger of tipping. In addition, all controls can
easily be reached from the operator's seat.
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VALUE, COMFORT AND
HIGH PERFORMANCE
EDITION LAWN TRACTORS

TUBULAR SPACE FRAME
The AL-KO EDITION tractor is designed
around a strong tubular space frame, giving
stability and reliability in use.

HEIGHT OF CUT
The simple, spring loaded height
adjustment, can be altered easily with
one hand through 6 different stages (30 90mm)

www.al-ko.com/garden

VARIABLE SPEED
HYDROSTATIC GEARBOX
Robust design for reliable operation for many
years. Precise, variable-speed foot control –
forwards and reverse.

TB500 Trailer/Barrow
Load : 300 kg / Art. no. TUAT04

Lawn roller GW 100
Width : 98cm / Art. no. 130 539

Price inc VAT* £179.00

Price inc VAT* £199.00

TB600 Trailer/Barrow
Load : 400 kg / Art. no. TUAT05

Tow Hitch
Art. no. 110 813

Price inc VAT* £199.00

Price inc VAT* £39.00

OPTIMUM
ERGONOMICS
Compact with 1-blade
cutting technology

Ideal for medium areas
with 2-blade cutting
technology and powerful
V-Twin B&S engine

Ideal for larger areas
with 2-blade cutting
technology and powerful
V-Twin B&S engine

T 15-74 HD-A Edition

T 16-92HD Edition

T 16-102HD Edition

Cutting width

74 cm (1 blade)

92 cm (2 blades)

102 cm (2 blades)

Function

2INONE function

3INONE function**

3INONE function**

Lawns upto

3,000 m2

4,000 m2

6,000 m2

30–90 mm / central, 6-stage

30–90 mm / central, 6-stage

30–90 mm / central, 6-stage

Al-KO Pro 450
450 / 8.5 / 2,900

B&S Intek series 7160 V-Twin
656 / 10.5 / 2,900

B&S Intek series 7160 V-Twin
656 / 10.5 / 2,900

Number of cylinders

1-cylinder

2-cylinders

2-cylinders

Transmission

Hand hydrostatic

Foot hydrostatic

Foot hydrostatic

Blade brake clutch

Mechanical belt clutch

Electromagnetic

Electromagnetic

Grass catcher capacity

220 l

220 l

300 l

Grass catcher emptying

Telescopic lever

Telescopic lever

Gas-strut Assisted

Bumper

Yes

No

Yes

Tyre size (inch)
front/rear

13x5.00-6/18x6.50-8

13x5.0-6/18x6.5-8

13x6.50-6/18x8.50-8

Dimensions (LxWxH)

261x82x112 cm

261x100x112 cm

261x109x112 cm

Weight approx.

198 kg

199 kg

205 kg

Art. no

119 517

119 725

119 726

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£1849.00

£2599.00

£2899.00

Cutting height /
cutting height adjustment
Engine
ccm / kW / rpm

Grass Deflector
Art. no. 110 981

Mulch Kit 92cm
Art. no. 118 885

Price inc VAT* £119.00

Price inc VAT* £89.00

Mulch Kit 102cm
Art. no. 118 770
Price inc VAT* £89.00
* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I
I
I

Powerful 1 & 2-cylinder 4-stroke engines
Durable and sturdy
Large grass catcher with convenient box emptying
Versatile accessories
Optional mulching function (92cm/102cm models)
Optional rear discharge
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* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE. ** 2INONE & 3INONE function with optional mulch kit & grass deflector

Low foot rests and plenty of
legroom ensure easy mounting
and dismounting and a low
centre of gravity reduces danger
of tipping. In addition, all
controls can easily be reached
from the operator's seat.

JUST LIKE A CAR
AL-KO POWERLINE LAWN TRACTOR RANGE
POWERFUL AND CONVENIENT
With wide tyres, sports steering wheel, headlights, fuel filler flap and sensor technology, the
new Powerline lawn tractors deliver unrivalled comfort and driving pleasure to the operator,
and at a standard that would otherwise only be expected from premium brand vehicles.
With proven and powerful 1 or 2-cylinder 4-stroke engines under the bonnet and cutting
widths from 95 to 125 centimetres, AL‑KO offers the right machine for any requirement and
application.

www.al-ko.com/garden

PERFECT FOR YOUR
GARDEN
The AL‑KO tractors turn a functional garden
tool into an emotive driving experience.
You will feel the comfort as soon as you sit
at the wheel; you can rely on its safety and
experience real driving pleasure when you
take it for a spin around your garden with it.
Simply turn the key and put your foot on the
pedal.

DURABLE AND STURDY
The extremely robust and torsionally rigid
C-tube frame made from steel and the cast front
axle* guarantee maximum stability and the best
driving properties, even on difficult ground.
*selected models
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PERFECTION IN TECHNOLOGY
AND COMFORT
AL-KO POWERLINE LAWN
TRACTOR RANGE

HIGH CAPACITY GRASS
CATCHER
The capacious 310 litre grass catcher can be conveniently
emptied from the driver's seat and allows mowing stops to be
less frequent. Optionally, the grass catcher can be emptied
automatically at the push of a button.

OPTIMUM SEAT POSITION

WIDER IS BETTER

The comfortable operator's seat not only offers perfect
lateral hold and sitting comfort – the infinitely variable
adjustment option also means it can be ideally adapted
to suit any user.

The wide tyres of the AL‑KO Powerline
lawn tractors protect the lawn and ensure
optimum traction and driving comfort. The
tyre size, up to 23", is optimised for each
model.

INTUITIVE
AL‑KO Powerline lawn tractors offer plenty of
legroom for real driving pleasure. In addition,
the controls are easy to reach and the forward
and reverse pedals are arranged intuitively
next to one another.
www.al-ko.com/garden

A CLEAR VIEW FOR SAFETY
The sports steering wheel and illuminated cockpit
indicator, mean the driver always has the situation in
hand and a clear view of what is happening: Day and
hour counter, battery charge level, fuel level, as well as
relevant safety functions. (selected models)

OPEN LID, POUR IN PETROL
Like a car, Powerline lawn tractors can be
refuelled with petrol, quickly and easily,
using the external tank filler – no need to
open the bonnet.

PARKING MADE EASY

OPTIMUM ERGONOMICS

During breaks or when the work is done,
the parking brake, positioned conveniently
under the steering wheel, can be used for
preventing the lawn tractor from moving
inadvertently.

Low foot rests and plenty of legroom ensure easy mounting
and dismounting and a low centre of gravity reduces the
risk tipping. In addition, all controls can easily be reached
from the operator's seat, meaning there is nothing to
prevent you from enjoying stress-free mowing.
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A CLEAR VIEW FOR SAFETY
THE ELECTRONIC DISPLAY
OF AL-KO POWERLINE LAWN TRACTORS
Parking brake active

Grass catcher not fitted

Mower mechanism switched on

Grass catcher full

Battery voltage low

Mower mechanism
switched on when
driving in reverse

Engine oil pressure low

Lights switched on

Seat not occupied
Low fuel level

POWERFUL ENGINES
We do not make any compromises when it
comes to the force driving our tractors. As a
result, we exclusively use high-quality AL‑KO
and Briggs&Stratton engines. All engines
are carefully tested and are perfectly adapted
to the requirements of the particular tractor.
They are economical in operation, with low
vibration and low noise levels.
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EFFICIENCY FOR ANY PURPOSE
THE ACCESSORIES OF THE NEW POWERLINE LAWN TRACTORS
TRAILER AND ROLLER
Lawn roller, 98 cm wide, with working weight 140 kg (water filled) or
235 kg (sand filled).

TB500 Trailer/Barrow
Load : 300 kg
Art. no. TUAT04

TB600 Trailer/Barrow
Load : 400 kg
Art. no. TUAT05

Price inc VAT* £179.00

Price inc VAT* £199.00

Lawn roller GW 100*
98 cm width
Art. no. 130 539
Price inc VAT* £199.00

*Required attachment:
Tow hitch
Art. no. 119 608
Price inc VAT* £39.00

MULCHING KITS

MISCELLANEOUS
Mulching kit
for cutting width 95 cm*
Art. no. 118 885

Deflector
Art. no. 119 606

for cutting width 105 cm*
Art. no. 118 770

Electric grassbox emptying
expansion pack
Art. no. 119 602

Price inc VAT* £119.00

Price inc VAT* £249.00

for cutting width 125 cm*
Art. no. 119 605
*included with all Powerline Tractors
Price inc VAT* £89.00

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.
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POWERLINE LAWN TRACTORS
PURE MOWING PLEASURE
With cast axle and cruise
control

THE RIGHT
RIDE-ON MOWER
T 18-95.4 HD
The all-purpose model for
frequent use
T 16-95.4 HD V2
The powerful, robust model
with cast axle – ideal for slop‑
ing land
T 16-105.4 HD V2
The solid working model with
cruise control for convenient
working on large lawns
T 20-105.4 HDE V2
The premium model with elec‑
tric grass catcher emptying,
for everyone who loves con‑
venience
T 23-125.4 HD V2
The extra-wide model with
synchronised 125 cm mower
deck in order to mow large
areas quickly

www.al-ko.com/garden

T 18-95.4 HD

T 16-95.4 HD V2

Cutting width

95 cm
(2 blades)

95 cm
(2 blades)

Function

3INONE function

3INONE function**

Lawns to

4,000 m2

4,000 m2

Electromagnetic
B&S Intek
series 4175

Electromagnetic
B&S Intek
series 7160 V-Twin

ccm / kW / rpm

500 / 10 / 2,900

656 / 10.5 / 2,900

Number of cylinders

1-cylinder

2-cylinder

Transmission

Foot hydrostatic

Foot hydrostatic

Wheels f/r (inches)

15X6.00-6/20X10.00-8

15x6.00-6/20x10.00-8

Grass catcher capacity

310 l

310 l

Grass catcher emptying

Telescopic lever

Telescopic lever

Mulching

✓

✓

Bumper

✓

✓

Headlights

✓

✓

Cast front axle

–

✓

Cruise control

–

✓

Electronic display

–

–

Dimensions (LxWxH)

251x100x120 cm

251x100x120 cm

Art. no.

119 348

119 349

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£2999.00

£3299.00

Blade brake clutch
Engine

Electric grass catcher emptying,
cast axle and cruise control

125 cm cutting width, cast
axle and cruise control

T 16-105.4 HD V2

T 20-105.4 HDE V2

T 23-125.4 HD V2

105 cm
(2 blades)

105 cm
(2 blades)

125 cm
(2 blades, synchronised)

3INONE function**

3INONE function**

3INONE function**

6,000 m2

6,000 m2

8,000 m2

Electromagnetic
B&S Intek
series 7160 V-Twin

Electromagnetic
B&S Intek
series 7200 V-Twin

Electromagnetic
B&S Intek
series 8230 V-Twin

656 / 10.5 / 2,900

656 / 13.1 / 2,900

724 / 13.5 / 2,900

2-cylinder

2-cylinder

2-cylinder

Foot hydrostatic

Foot hydrostatic

Foot hydrostatic

16x7.50-8/20x10.00-8

16x7.50-8/23x10.50-12

16x7.50-8/23x10.50-12

310 l

310 l

310 l

Telescopic lever

Electrical

Telescopic lever

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

–

✓

✓

251x110x120 cm

251x110x120 cm

251x130x120 cm

119 351

119 352

119 547

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

£3399.00

£3899.00

£3999.00

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE. ** 3INONE function with optional mulch kit & grass deflector

105 cm cutting width and
cruise control

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I
I

Powerful 1 or 2-cylinder 4-stroke engines
Durable and sturdy
Large grass catcher with convenient box emptying
Mulch kit included with all models
Versatile accessories
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ONE LOOK AND YOU'RE
CAPTIVATED!
AL-KO ROBOTIC MOWER RANGE

ROBOLINHO® 100
The Robolinho ® 100 automatic lawnmower will not only
turn your neighbours' green with envy, but will also
lovingly and painstakingly care for your lawns up to 700
m2. This gives you more time for your family and friends
and leaves you with a perfectly manicured lawn.

ROBOLINHO® 3000
The Robolinho ® 3000, with its double-blade system,
mows lawns up to 1,200 m2, without you having to
lift a finger. Other features include a rain sensor and
programmable start points.

www.al-ko.com/garden

ROBOLINHO® AUTOMATIC
LAWNMOWERS
Robolinho ® automatic lawnmowers not only mow your
lawn completely automatically and reliably – they are
quiet in operation and will improve your lawn. The result
is a perfectly cared-for lawn and a pleasant and relaxed
atmosphere in your own garden.

QUALITY FOR LIFE
Developed by our expert engineers in Germany and
carefully manufactured at our production facility in Austria,
Robolinho ® automatic lawnmowers are true quality
products from AL‑KO.
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FOR ANY REQUIREMENT
FOR ANY LAWN SIZE
ROBOLINHO® FULLY AUTOMATIC MOWERS
INTELLIGENT LAWN CARE
Regular cutting keeps the lawn in perfect condition at
all times. The unique double-blade technology provides
a natural fertiliser, because the clippings are finely
chopped up in the mower deck and blown back into the
lawn.

HIGH-GRIP TREAD
Powerful traction as standard: Rubberised wheels provide
powerful traction, good ground adhesion and the ability to
tackle slopes up to 35%.

AT FULL CHARGE
As their battery charge declines, Robolinho ® automatic
lawnmowers automatically return to their base station
and recharge. Quick charging, without memory effect, as
well as a long service life from the powerful battery pack,
is achieved thanks to lithium-ion technology.

INTO THE TIGHTEST CORNER
Robolinho ® automatic lawnmowers mow and look after the entire lawn throughout the
selected time period, using the random principle. Their integrated logic circuit means they
can easily mow into tight corners and smaller parts of the lawn. As a result the entire lawn is
always kept in tip-top condition.
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AUTONOMOUS WORKING
The clearly laid-out control panel makes
programming of Robolinho ® automatic
lawnmowers simple. Simply enter the required
times when the automatic lawnmower should
operate and leave it to work.

SAFE IN ALL POSITIONS
Thanks to the integrated sensor technology,
obstacles and larger objects are automatically
detected on contact and avoided. If the
automatic lawnmower is lifted up, the blade
system switches off in a matter of seconds.

PERFECT IN ALL DETAILS
Togther with an elegant and functional exterior design, Robolinho ®
automatic lawnmowers also appeal with impressive internal features.
Compact design, low weight, a small turning circle and powerful motors
are just some of the features that guarantee trouble-free operation.

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY TECHNOLOGY
The lithium-ion batteries deliver impressive performance,
are surprisingly light and extraordinarily durable. There is no
spontaneous discharge and the batteries can be recharged at any
time, because of the absence of a memory effect. This means
Robolinho ® automatic lawnmowers are always ready for operation.
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ROBOLINHO® AUTOMATIC
LAWNMOWERS
CARE FOR YOUR LAWN SIMPLY, CONVENIENTLY
AND INTELLIGENTLY
CUT TO THE RIGHT LENGTH
The cutting height of the Robolinho ® 100 and Robolinho ® 3000 can
be set quickly and easily with just one hand motion – according to the
length of the grass required.

TRIED & TESTED TECHNOLOGY
The printed circuit board is the heart of the Robolinho ® automatic
lawnmower and the control centre for fully automatic, everyday
operation. For example, it detects obstacles, avoids them automatically
and returns the lawnmowers to their base stations in good time to
recharge.

A CLEAN SOLUTION
The double mulching blade system reduces grass build-up in the deck,
provides a perfect cut and saves the trouble of disposing of grass
clippings.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
The Robolinho ® is ready for use in only a few steps: Set up and anchor the base
station, lay the supplied boundary cable around the lawn, secure it with lawn pegs,
program the mowing times, and that's it. The boundary cable only has to be laid around
the perimeter of the mowing area once and then reliably protects the boundaries of the
working area.
www.al-ko.com/garden

Robolinho ® 3000

Work area

max. 700 m²

max. 1,200 m2

Cutting width

28 cm

30 cm

Mowing time / charging time
(up to)

70 / 70 min

120 / 120 min

Dimensions (LxWxH)

600 x 490 x 245 mm

600 x 490 x 245 mm

Cutting height adjustment

30-60 mm, manual

30-60 mm, manual

Li-ion rechargeable battery

1.5 Ah / 18 V

3 Ah / 25.2 V

Volume when mowing

max. 65 dB (A)

max. 65 dB (A)

Double blade technology

✓

✓

Rain sensor

–

✓

Free choice of entry points

–

✓

2nd base station
can be installed

–

✓

Operation on a second lawn

–

Optionally with 2nd base station

Supplied with loop cable

100 m

150 m

Art. no.

119 509

119 356

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£1,399.00

£1,699.00

Replacement blades (pack of
3) Art. no.

119 546

119 546

Cutter disc
Art. no.

119 543

119 544

Extra lawn pegs (90 pcs.)
Art. no. 119 461
Extra loop wire (150 m)
Art. no. 119 462

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Robolinho ® 100

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I Fully automatic and reliable lawn care
up to max. 1200 m2
I For all requirements, all sizes of lawn
I Double mulching blade system
I Intuitive operation by LCD control
I Ability to tackle slopes up to 35%
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MANOEUVRABILITY FOR
THE NATURAL GARDEN
AL-KO SCYTHE MOWER RANGE

UNDER CONTROL
Height-adjustable and with vibration
damping, the ergonomically shaped
handlebar ensures optimum handling on
rough ground as well as easy transport.

PERFECT GRASS
DEPOSITING
The movable grass deflector means that no
grass is left lying on the cover, while grass
depositing is improved because of the shorter
distance between the wheel and the beam.

READY FOR
WINTER OPERATION
Thanks to supplementary accessories like snow‑
plough and snow chains, the scythe mowers can
also be used effectively in the winter season.
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ROBUST IN THE DETAILS

In meadows or ecological natural gardens, it is
particularly important only to use machines that are up
to the job – such as AL-KO scythe mowers that can cut
forage grass just as well as thick, matted weeds.

As well as the specially hardened ESM blades with infinitely heightadjustable outsoles, AL-KO scythe mowers are characterised by their
enclosed drive system. This is less prone to contamination, thus
allowing longer operating times.

BM 870 III

BM 875 III

BM 5001-R II

Scythe attachment

87 cm

87 cm

102 cm

Lawns to

2,000 m2

2,000 m2

2,500 m2

Engine
ccm / kW / rpm

B&S series 450E
125 / 1.9 / 3,200

B&S series 625E
190 / 2.4 / 2,900

B&S series 625E
190 / 2.4 / 2,900

Drive

1 forward gear (worm gear)

1 forward gear (worm gear)

Forward gear / reverse gear

Tyre size (inches)

13 x 5.00-6

13 x 5.00-6

13 x 6.00-6

Track width

50 cm

50 cm

55 cm

Blade drive can be disengaged

Yes

Yes

Yes

Weight approx.

50.0 kg

51.0 kg

60.0 kg

Art. no

112 871

112 872

112 870

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT *

£749.00

£855.00

£1,209.00

YOUR ADVANTAGES

Universal snowplough RS 850
Art. no. 112 882 (working width 850 mm) £289.00*
Snow chains
Art. no. 112 183			

£105.00*

l Universal in application and extremely manoeuvrable
I Movable grass deflector
I Specially hardened ESM blades with edge protection
I	Infinitely height-adjustable outsoles

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.
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* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

GIVING NATURE ITS SPACE

www.al-ko.com/garden

LUSH GREEN GRASS?
NO PROBLEM!
HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR LAWN PROPERLY
LAWNRAKING
AND SCARIFYING
In addition to regular mulching, lawns should
always be scarified in the spring and autumn
in order to give them enough "air to breathe".
In this process, the steel blades of the
scarifier plunge into the turf and thoroughly
remove thatch, moss and plant residues.
Following scarifying, the treated areas should
be fertilised directly and given a really good
watering.
Furthermore, it is also recommended for the
lawn to be raked from time to time during
spring and summer months. This involves
steel spring tines loosening the sward to
allow more water, light and nutrients to reach
the roots.

TIP:
If necessary, apply a special moss
suppression product to your lawn before
scarifying. After scarifying, the lawn should
be watered and fertilised well.

Lawnraking

Scarifying

Scarifying, lawnraking and
collecting
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FOR A GREEN, HEALTHY LAWN
AL-KO SCARIFIER AND LAWNRAKER RANGE

OPTIMUM WORK HEIGHT
The height-adjustable handlebar allows
fatigue-free working and easy operation. In
addition, the machine can be stored easily.

THE RIGHT WORKING
DEPTH, ALWAYS
Five-stage working depth adjustment with
just one hand motion. This is important
because the blades should just touch the
ground when scarifying, in order to avoid
wearing them down unnecessarily quickly
and to avoid damaging the grass roots.

SCARIFYING OR RAKING
The roller change does not require tools, so it is simple
to change from the scarifier roller with 3-stage steel
blades to the lawnrake roller with efficient steel spring
tines – complete lawn care in one machine.
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For larger lawns,
including collection bag

Petrol engine for
working away from the
mains socket, including
collection bag

Combi Care 32 VLE Comfort

Combi Care 38 E Comfort

Combi Care 38 P Comfort

Lawn

250 m2

800 m2

1000 m2

Motor
ccm / kW / rpm

Electric, 1,000 W

Electric, 1,300 W

AL-KO 144 F
53 / 1.3 / 6,100

Power Cable

16m

16m

-

Scarifying roller

12 steel blades

14 steel blades

14 steel blades

Scarifying working width

32 cm

38 cm

38 cm

Lawn rake roller

20 steel spring tines

24 steel spring tines

24 steel spring tines

Lawn rake working width

29 cm

37 cm

37 cm

Depth setting

Central, 5-stage

Central, 5-stage

Central, 5-stage

Deck construction

Plastic

Plastic

Plastic

Grass catcher capacity

45 l

55 l

55 l

Weight approx.

13 kg

14.0 kg

20.0 kg

Art. no.

112 804

112 910

112 799

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£149.00

£169.00

£339.00

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Including collection bag

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 3INONE function :
Scarifying, lawnraking and collecting
I Change functions without tools
I	Including scarifying and lawnrake roller as
well as collection bag
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CULTIVATORS FOR
TILLING YOUR SOIL

AL-KO PETROL
CULTIVATOR
RANGE

GREATER SAFETY
The locked safety hand lever prevents
inadvertent starting of the tiller blades.

ERGONOMIC WORKING
The handlebar can be individually adjusted
to the height of the operator, ensuring
comfortable, fatigue-free working. The ability
to swivel the handlebar sideways (MH 5001
R) also permits working without treading on
the soil that has already been cultivated.

Ridge plough for MH 350-4
Art. no. 106 677

£65.00*

Ridge plough for MH 5001 / MH5060*
Art. no. 106 930
£65.00*
* requires fitting kit AKP109260012216 £26.00*
www.al-ko.com/garden

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

PLANTABLE SOIL
Specially shaped tiller blades combined with power‑
ful engines guarantee that you can effectively work the
ground into plantable soil.

CHANGE OF DIRECTION

MH 350-4

MH 5001 R

MH 5060 R

Work area

Small

Medium

Medium/large

Engine

B&S series 450E

B&S series 625E

B&S series 800

Displacement (ccm) / kW / rpm

125 / 1.9 / 3000

190 / 2.4 / 2900

205 / 3.7 / 3200

Working width

35 cm

50 cm

75 cm

Tiller blades

4 blades Ø 25 cm

4 blades Ø 33 cm

6 blades Ø 33 cm

Forward drive

Yes

Yes

Yes

Reverse drive

No

Yes

Yes

Weight approx.

27.0 kg

41.0 kg

51.0 kg

Art. no.

112 644

112 651

113 184

Homeowner Parts

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£375.00

£620.00

£675.00

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Not only do the forward and reverse gears enable
straightforward working, they also ensure manoeuvring
is effortless (MH 350-4: forward gear only).

YOUR ADVANTAGES
l
l
l
l

Manoeuvrable cultivators for loosening the soil and seedbed preparation
For working shredded material, organic fertiliser or peat into the topsoil
Active working tiller blades
Powerful traction even in areas where the ground is hard or there is a lot of clay
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POWERFUL SUCTION, LEAVING
NOTHING BEHIND
AL-KO POWERLINE
LEAF VACUUM

BUILD QUALITY
The extremely robust 2-axle design and
ball-bearing wheels mean that the Powerline
blower vac always stays on course and is
easy to manoeuvre.

INTO EVERY NOOK AND CRANNY
The practical hose accessory facilitates access to the
tiniest cracks and corners. Nothing will escape you – like
a vacuum cleaner!
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DOWN TO THE VERY LAST LEAF
HIGHEST QUALITY
STANDARD

The strong vacuum that does not give up – even when working with
wet or damp leaves on your lawn and paths.

The suction device, the housing
and even the air turbine are made
using powder-coated steel and
epitomise the tried-andtested level of quality from AL-KO.

FULL VOLUME
The XXL, 200l volume, collecting
bag and a suction width of 75
cm ensure extremely efficient
working. The generously
dimensioned zipper guarantees
easy and fast emptying.

Engine

B&S 500 series

Displacement
ccm / kW / rpm

158 / 2.0 / 3000

Working width

75 cm

Air turbine housing

Steel

Suction height adjustment

Individual wheel, 4-stage

Collector capacity

200 l

Weight

37.0 kg

Art. no.

121 579

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£529.00

Suction hose (3 m)
Art. no.

120 154

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

750 B

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I

Collection bag with 200 l volume
75 cm suction width
Extremely stable
Even deals with wet leaves
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EASY TO FEED –
WITH A BIG APPETITE

AL-KO EASY CRUSH ELECTRIC SHREDDER

ROLL WITH IT
The patented roller entry in the extra-large
funnel, makes feeding material into the
shredder effortless and easy. The integrated
handle ensures ease of transport.

A SPLENDID CATCH
The large, integrated collection box, made
from semi-transparent plastic, is not just
extremely sturdy and ideal for transporting
the shredded material, it also guarantees the
highest level of safety thanks to the integrat‑
ed safety handle.

RAZOR SHARP
Blade shredders are optimally suited to
woody and leafy garden waste and the
material they have shredded, is ideal for
mulching beds and borders, protecting plants
and retaining moisture.
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STABLE STAND
A broad undercarriage and XL high-traction
wheels, ensure stability and good handling
when transporting.

Blade shredder

Power

2,800 W / 230 V

Power Cable

6m

Zero-voltage switch

Yes

Fuse

13 amps

Shredding system

Blade system

Branch Ø

40 mm

Volume of catcher box

48 l

Weight approx.

25.0 kg

Art. no.

112 854

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£245.00

Replacement blade pack
Art. no.

102 650

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Easy Crush MH 2800

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I

Powerful blade system
Extra-large fill hopper with patented roller feed
Sturdy and stable housing with XL wheels
Large, integrated collection box
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BIG IN MAKING THINGS SMALL
AL-KO POWERLINE ELECTRIC SHREDDER RANGE

SHARP AS A KNIFE
The powerful blade system of the TCS Duotec
model ensures a faster cut and improved selffeeding of branches and twigs up to
43 mm.

QUIET AND ROBUST
Thanks to the innovative roller cutting
technology, with cutting teeth made from
toughened steel, the Silentec 4000 Safety
model, safely and reliably shreds green
branches up to 40 mm in diameter.

SAFE COLLECTING BOX
The robust collection box of the Silentec
4000 Safety model, has a capacity of 64
litres and is ideally suited for transporting
the shredded material. The machine switches
off automatically, if the collecting box is
removed.

GOOD TWICE OVER
The TCS Duotec 2500 model features a large main fill hopper, for soft material
and a separate branch feed for branches, up to a maximum diameter of 43 mm.
Innovative cutting technology due to the inclined angle of the TCS Duotec blade
system: An additional blade is mounted on the blade plate and is used for preshredding the waste. (TCS Duotec 2500)
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Blade shredder with
Duotec system

The large fabric collection box
(accessory) is not only extremely
sturdy, but also ideal for trans‑
porting the shredded material.

Gear shredder with
large funnel hopper

TCS Duotec 2500

Silentec 4000 Safety

Power

2,500 W

2,300 W

Power Cable

6m

6m

Voltage

230 V

230 V

Zero-voltage switch

Yes

Yes

Fuse

13 amps

13 amps

Max. Branch Ø

43 mm

40 mm

Height

135 cm

150 cm

Ball-bearing wheels

Yes

No

Weight approx.

48.0 kg

35.0 kg

Art. no.

118 513

119 337

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£589.00

£525.00

Collector (75 l)
Art. no.

110 270

included (64 l)

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

A SPLENDID
CATCH

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I

Powerful blade and gear shredders with innovative cutting technology
230 V powered models
Solid, stable and mobile
Simple and safe operation
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THE PERFECT CUT
EVERY TIME

AL-KO ELECTRIC HEDGE TRIMMER RANGE

RELAXED WORK
Ergonomic controls and the adjustable
handle (HT 600 / HT 700) enable fatigue-free
working, even on tall hedges. The battery
model, HT 18V Li, makes things even easier
because the hedge can be trimmed without
any cable whatsoever.

PERFECT CUT,
PERFECT PROTECTION
Sustainably sharp, diamond-ground blades
ensure a clean cut. The stop guard protects
the blade when cutting along the ground and
walls, while the cover can also be used for
storage on a wall.

CABLE FREE
Thanks to the powerful 18V Li-Ion rechargeable battery, it is possible to
work without the need for mains power and a cable. An exchangeable
battery gives up to 50 minutes at a time (25 minutes per battery). What
is more, Li-Ion technology means there is no memory effect in the
batteries, so a long service life can be expected.
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EVERYTHING STRAIGHT
The integrated spirit level helps to achieve
a straight and even cut. This results in a
uniform hedge to be proud of.

BEST QUALITY
The high-quality plastic housing is particularly
sturdy and robust, thus guaranteeing the hedge
trimmer achieves a long service life.

MAXIMUM SAFETY
The AL‑KO safety cable, effectively, prevents
cutting through the electric cable, ensuring
greater safety when trimming hedges (not with
HT 440).

TRIMMING HEDGES IN THE RIGHT
WAY
Hedges should be trimmed to achieve a trapezoidal shape,
which means wider at the bottom than the top. This allows more
light to the lower branches, resulting in the whole hedge looking
dense, bushy and healthy. This makes it possible to prevent the
lower branches from dying off due to lack of light.
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EFFORTLESS WITH OR
WITHOUT CABLES

AL-KO ELECTRIC OR BATTERY HEDGE TRIMMERS
PERFECT BALANCE

Cable free with a rechargeable
battery, comes with charging unit

The HT 18V Li, battery-operated hedge trim‑
mer offers proven technology, function and
design. What is more, the weight has been
distributed so the balance is just right and
the trimmer always sits optimally in our
hand.

HT 18V Li
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Battery type

Li-ion (18 V / 1.3 Ah)

Operating Time

approx. 25 min

Charging Period
(battery discharged)

200 min

Blade length

510 mm

Tooth gap

14 mm

Cutting speed

2,200 rpm

Blade type

Diamond cut

Cutting principle

Counter-rotating safety blade

Safety cable

–

Sound pressure level

87 dB

Weight approx.

2.9 kg

Art. no.

112 949

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year machine warranty &
1 Year battery warranty

Price inc VAT*

£129.00

POWERFUL IN USE
Perfectly trimmed hedges, whether large or small, are no
problem thanks to the powerful, reliable and comfortable
AL‑KO hedge trimmers range.

Ideal for maintenance
and rejuvenation cuts

For cutting back large,
woody hedges

HT 440 Basic Cut

HT 550 Safety Cut

HT 600 Flexible Cut

HT 700 Flexible Cut

Power

440 W

550 W

600 W

700 W

Power Cable

12m

12m

12m

12m

Blade length

450 mm

515 mm

617 mm

654 mm

Tooth gap

16 mm

20 mm

24 mm

24 mm

Cutting speed

3,400 rpm

3,200 rpm

3,200 rpm

3,200 rpm

Blade type

Diamond cut

Diamond cut

Diamond cut

Diamond cut

Cutting principle

Counter-rotating safety Counter-rotating safety Counter-rotating safety Counter-rotating safety
blade
blade
blade
blade

Safety cable

–

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sound pressure level

100 dB

98 dB

107 dB

103 dB

Weight approx.

3.2 kg

3.6 kg

4.1 kg

4.5 kg

Art. no.

112 679

112 680

112 681

112 678

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£89.00

£99.00

£125.00

£135.00

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I
I

Robust housing
Safety cable
Diamond-ground blades
Integrated spirit level
Powerful battery variant
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THE FINISHING TOUCHES
OF LAWN CARE

AL‑KO GRASS TRIMMER RANGE
FLEXIBLE IN ALL
DIRECTIONS
The ability to turn the trimmer head through
180° means that even overhanging lawn
edges can be cut accurately – for a
beautifully cared for lawn, right up to
the edge (GTE 450/550, GTLi 18V). The
telescopic, aluminium shaft and the
adjustable handle can be used for setting
the trimmer quickly and easily, in order to
ensure it has the optimal length and working
position.

PRECISE
RIGHT TO THE EDGE
TRIMMING IN ALL
POSITIONS

The plant protection bar and wheel make it
possible to trim accurately, even under
bushes or against walls, without worrying
about damaging anything.

The 3-way angle adjustment of the trimmer
head means that even places that are very
hard to reach, such as under benches, can be
tackled with ease (GTE 450/550, GTLi 18V).

EFFORTLESS WITHOUT CABLES
The powerful 18 V Lithium-ion rechargeable battery, in the
handle, allows the GTLi 18V to work powerfully, without the
need for a mains power supply.
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Telescopic aluminium
shaft

Telescopic aluminium
shaft, adjustable trimmer
head angle

Powerful motor,
telescopic aluminium
shaft, adjustable trimmer
head angle

18 V battery, telescopic
aluminium shaft, adjustable
trimmer head angle, comes with
charging unit

GTE 350 Classic

GTE 450 Comfort

GTE 550 Premium

GTLi 18V Comfort

Power

Electric, 350 W

Electric, 450 W

Electric, 550 W

Li-ion 18 V / 1.3 Ah

Power Cable

12m

12m

12m

-

Operating Time

-

-

-

approx. 25 min

Charging Period
(battery discharged)

-

-

-

200 min

Cutting width

25 cm

30 cm

30 cm

25 cm

Cutting line

Nylon twin line

Nylon twin line

Nylon twin line

Nylon line

Line feed

Bump feed

Bump feed

Bump feed

Bump feed

Receptacle with
replacement spool

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Auxiliary handle

Yes, adjustable

Yes, adjustable

Yes, adjustable

Yes, adjustable

Handle height adjustment

Yes, adjustable

Yes, adjustable

Yes, adjustable

Yes, adjustable

Pivoting cutting head

–

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rotating cutting head

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yest

Weight approx.

2.3 kg

2.9 kg

3.0 kg

2.4 kg

Art. no.

112 928

112 929

112 926

112 927

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year machine warranty &
1 Year battery warranty

Price inc VAT*

£69.00

£79.00

£89.00

£129.00

Replacement spool
Art. no.

112 966

112 966

112 966

112 969

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I	Precise trimming in all positions
I	Telescopic aluminium shaft with adjustable handle
I Swivelling trimmer head with adjustable angle
I	Trimmer available as 230 V or 18 V Li-ion rechargeable battery variant
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CUT YOUR WAY THROUGH
THICK AND THIN
AL-KO ELECTRIC CHAINSAW RANGE

QUICKLY TENSIONED
The quick-tension chain agjuster enables the
chain to be tightened and set without tools –
this allows the chain and guide bar
to be changed quickly. (EKS 2400 / EKI 2200
only.)

A POWERFULL CLEAN CUT
In their design, AL-KO electric chain saws not only offer a perfect
look, but also feature powerful motors and original Oregon guide
bars and chains, for high-performance cutting and long durability.
Automatic chain lubrication and the viewing window on the oil tank
make them easy to maintain.

CROSSLINE OR INLINE?
The powerful motors of the EKS models are arranged in the classic way, at right angles to
the guide bar (crossline), whereas the motor in the EKI model, is fitted inline. This offers
advantages in terms of weight distribution, thus allowing sawing without fatigue, even when
working over long periods.
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TWICE AS SAFE
The chain brake and hand protection bar
offer the highest level of safety in every
situation – for peace of mind and safe
working.

With quick-tension
adjuster wheel

With inline motor and
quick-tension chain
wheel

EKS 2000/35

EKS 2400/40

EKI 2200/40

Power

2000 W

2400 W

2200 W

Power Cable

6m

6m

6m

Motor

230-240 V / 50 Hz

230-240 V / 50 Hz

230-240 V / 50 Hz

Motor mounting

Crossline

Crossline

Inline

Bar length

35 cm

40 cm

40 cm

Saw chain

52EX91PX

56EX91PX

56EX91PX

Chain speed

13.5 m/s

13.5 m/s

13.5 m/s

Chain tension

Tooled

Tool-free

Tool-free

Chain lubrication

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Chain brake

Yes

Yes

Yes

Weight approx.

5.8 kg

6.0 kg

5.9 kg

Art. no.

112 807

112 808

112 809

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£129.00

£139.00

£149.00

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

Handy and compact

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I
I

Powerful electric motors, installed crossline or inline
Perfect ergonomics for fatigue-free working
High pulling and cutting power
Chain brake and hand protection bar
Automatic chain lubrication
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SMALL, COMPACT AND
POWERFUL
AL-KO ELECTRIC LOG SPLITTER RANGE
MULTI-WELD
The powerful, multi-weld splitting wedge guarantees
perfect results and a long service life. It can even split
hardwood effortlessly.

BE ON THE SAFE SIDE
Whether big or small – all AL-KO log splitters are
equipped with two-handed safety operation, to ensure the
highest level of safety in the workplace.

WIDER IS BETTER
Wide wheels mean that AL-KO log splitters
can be transported easily and conveniently,
even on bumpy ground, while the sturdy
frame ensures a high level of stability.

QUICK AND EASY
ADJUSTMENT
Fatigue-free work thanks to feet
that can be easily inserted for a
convenient work height.
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SPLITTING FIREWOOD
Log splitters make it possible to convert sawn logs into
firewood, with the minimum of effort. Once split, the
logs should be stored in a dry, well ventilated room and
should not be stacked too densely, to prevent against
rot. Before the firewood can be burned, it should be
seasoned for at least one year, so that it will burn cleanly
and provide a good source of heat.

Up to 37 cm splitting
length

Comfortable work height,
up to 52 cm splitting
length

KHS 3700

KHS 5200

Power

1,500 W / 230 V

2,200 W / 230 V

Power Cable

6m

6m

Max. splitting force

4t

5t

Max. splitting length

370 mm

520 mm

Weight

43.0 kg

53.0 kg

Art. no.

112 425

113 241

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£266.00

£329.00

* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

'STAR BUY'

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I
I
I
I

Powerful log splitters with splitting pressure up to 5 tonnes
Ideal for splitting firewood up to 52 cm in length
Space saving and mobile
Ergonomic and safe
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ONE TOOL, MANY POSSIBILITIES
AL-KO POWERLINE MULTI TOOL

RIDGE PLOUGH
Complete with attachment adapter.

CB 870
SCYTHE ATTACHMENT
Double-blade cutting action, quad blade
guidance, smooth, low-vibration drive.
Includes height-adjustable spacers.

CF 500 TILLER
Equipped with 4 star-shaped tiller blades
and V-belt drive. Tiller: speed 275 rpm and
adjustable tilling depth. Suitable for use in
light soils.

CB 870 scythe attachment

Universal snowplough RS 850

CF 500 tiller

Art. no. 110 494 / EAN no. 400 371 802 0038

Art. no. 112 882 / EAN no. 400 371 804 3891

Art. no. 110 495 / EAN no. 400 371 802 0045

(working width 870 mm)

(working width 850 mm)

(working width 500 mm)

£265.00*

£289.00*

£265.00*

KW 1050 sweeper

Snow chains

Ridge plough

Art. no. 110 605 / EAN no. 400 371 802 2896

Art. no. 112 183 / EAN no. 400 371 803 0570

Art. no. 110 742 / EAN no. 400 371 802 4661

(working width 1050 mm)

			£105.00*

			£75.00*
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£639.00*

KW 1050 SWEEPER

RS 850 SNOW PLOUGH

Brush sweeper without dust box. Section
plate for side adjustment. Guide wheels
are adjustable in height. Round brush
divided in the middle, with polypropylene
bristles, Ø 300 mm.

Working width 850 mm. Adjustable for use
on both sides.

One tool, multiple
attachments

Engine
ccm / kW / rpm
Drive

B&S series 675EX ReadyStart
190 / 2.5 / 3,200
1 forward gear /
1 reverse gear

Speed (FG / RG)

2.2 km/h / 1.1 km/h

Transmission

Oil-bath worm gear, V-belt drive

Tyre size (inches)

13x5.00-6 pneumatic tyres

Handlebar

Height adjustable, 180° pivoting

Weight

44.0 kg

Art. no.

110 493

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£839.00

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I Combi tool for a wide variety of jobs
around the garden
I Versatile due to extensive accessories
* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.
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* A ll prices include VAT and are correct at time of printing. E&OE.

COMBI BF 5002-R

USEFUL GARDEN HELPERS
AL-KO GARDEN ROLLER

THE EASY WAY TO A
NEW LAWN
To consolidate the ground before sowing
and pressing in the seed after sowing, so the
grass seed remains where it belongs.

Lawn roller GW 50
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Working width

50 cm

Weight filled with water

72 kg

Weight filled with sand

120 kg

Empty weight

13.0 kg

Art. no.

119 104

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year

Price inc VAT*

£85.00

AL-KO BATTERY MULTICUTTER

1, 2 – DONE!
Thanks to the quick blade change system,
it is possible to swap over the blades within
a matter of seconds – without tools or dirty
fingers.

WELL PROTECTED
The padlock fitting helps to prevent the
trimmer from being started inadvertently.

Multicutter GS 3,7 Li
Battery type

Li-ion (3.7 V / 1.45 Ah)

Operating time

approx. 45 min

Charging Period
(battery discharged)

4 hr

Shrub cutter blade length

160 mm

Tooth Gap (Shrub Cutter)

max. 8mm

Grass cutter cutting width

80 mm

Weight approx.

600 g

Art. no.

112 773

Homeowner Warranty

2 Year machine warranty &
1 Year battery warranty

Price inc VAT*

£79.00

YOUR ADVANTAGES
I 2INONEfunction: Cutting grass and shrubs
I Light and handy
l No memory effect – can be recharged at any time
I Simple blade change
I	Long service life
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AL-KO – EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN
MOWING, TRIMMING, SHREDDING, MULCHING, SCARIFYING,
LAWNRAKING, CULTIVATING, SPLITTING, CLEARING …
GRASS CUTTING

I
I
I
I
I
I

Lawn Tractors
Petrol Lawnmowers
Electric Lawnmowers
Robotic Mowers
Scythe Mowers
Cylinder Mowers

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Scarifiers & Lawnrakes
Shredders
Hedge Trimmers
Grass Trimmers
Leaf Vacuum
Electric Chainsaws
Log Splitters
Cultivators

GARDEN AND HOBBY

www.al-ko.com/garden
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AL-KO ONLINE
Click into the online world of AL-KO – browse the full AL-KO range online at www.al-ko.com/
garden and buy online, or find your nearest AL-KO authorised dealer.
Visit AL‑KO at
facebook.com/ALKOGardenUK

Provided by your AL‑KO partner:
AL-KO Garden & Hobby UK
Wincanton Business Park
Wincanton
Somerset
01963 828055
shop.uk@al-ko.com
www.al-ko.com/garden
Subject to modifications in response to technical developments. No liability accepted for mistakes
and printing errors.

